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Introduction: 

Digital Literacy Skills

 ERA (Electronic Reading Assessent) in PISA 

2009 showed:

 Success in ERA task depends on 

students´ accessing, and the interaction 

of access processes with access 

demands.

1st study Wikipedia´s document



I. Hyperlink Selections Strategies in a 

Wikipedia reading task: 

Literal vs. Semantic matching

 SNIFT-ACT (Fu & Pirolli, 2007):

 Propose that hyperlink selections are made on 

the basis of a semantic match between the 

person´s goal and the link (i.e., selecting a page 

to buy a flight ticket).

 Matching Heuristic Model (Cerdán, Gilabert & 

Vidal-Abarca, in press):

 Suggest that as an alternative mechanism students 

may select links based on a matching heuristic.



Method: 

I. Participants

- 32 undergraduate students (psychology and 

pedagogy majors) from a large Spanish 

university. 

- On average they have been using the 

Internet for 6.7 years, and they self-rated 

themselves low on their ability to use the 

Wikipedia (M = 3.15, scale 1-10).

- Mean 21 years old, mostly Caucasian, 81.8% 

girls.



II. Materials

 Adapted Wikipedia materials on the topic of 
„French Revolution‟ (main page 1,559 words; 
organized in 3 main sections, and 10 
subsections). Each section included 1 
relevant link, 1 irrelevant link and 1 distractor 
link.

 16 multiple choice questions 8 location + 8 
integration (OECD, 2009, Chapter 1). The 
question was always located in a linked 
section.



Example: Main Page



Figure 1. Percentage of initial link access by matching and 

hyperlink type. Standard errors are represented in the figure by the 

error bars attached to each column.

III. Results
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Further analyses 

In sum, accessing the relevant link during the navigation session 

was positively related with hypertext comprehension, wich 

corroborates prior results (OECD, 2011, Chapter 2). 
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II. Experiment ‘Youngs Forum’



General goals

 Which sources of information consider young 

children (11-15 years old) when discussing in 

web forums?

 Develop materials for a “bigger” Internet 

Literacy Test (which includes a service web, 

a wikipedia doc, and multiple docs retrieved 

from google)



Specific goals

 Role of source: autority vs novice writer

 Role of type of message: didactic (e.g. „Your 

problem is a kind of X and can be solved by 

Y‟) vs. experiential (e.g. „I had the same 

problem and I did X‟).

 Role of support: a message receives others‟ 

support or not.

 Developmental trend: 11, 13 and 15 years 

old.



Example forum

 Maria at 13:34 h.
 I have this concern: I get nervous when I go to a work interview.

 --------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Dr. Smith at 15:34 h. [authority]
 [didactic msg] Your problem is probably due to anxiety, and is 

quite common. But don‟t worry, there are effective ways to deal 
with it. Check the link of this Hospital for effective and easy 
remedies.

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 Nxrt_23 at 17:34 h. [novice-neutral]
 [experiential msg] I had the same problem, I know what you feel. 

Fortunately now I am ok. What I did is just to hold a pen in my 
hands during the job interviews, so that I could expel all my nerves 
through it. 

 ----------------------------------------------------------------------------

[optional]

 Kid_04 at 19:34 h.
 [support to novice] Hello Maria. That‟s a tough problem, I also 

suffered it when I was younger. I totally agree with Nxrt_23: 
holding something in your hand my calm you down.





Design
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Analyses on going…
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